Visiting Fellowships for International Graduate/Postgraduate Students: “The Structure of Representations in Language, Cognition, and Science”

The interdisciplinary research training program SToRE of the Collaborative Research Center (CRC) 991 “The Structure of Representations in Language, Cognition, and Science” awards up to three fellowships for two months each for graduate/postgraduate students. Successful applicants will be graduate/postgraduate students studying towards a PhD at a university within Europe (but not at Heinrich-Heine-University Duesseldorf), working on a topic that is related to the CRC’s research program.

Where? Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf, Germany

Who? (Post-)graduate students who study towards a PhD at a university within Europe and work on a topic related to the CRC’s research program

When? November 2019 - December 2019 for a period of two months

How much? A monthly stipend of EUR 1,468 (and an economy class roundtrip flight/train ticket)

How to apply? The application process has two stages:

1. Contact the principal investigator of one of the research projects of the CRC, introduce yourself and your research, and ask if s/he is willing to sponsor your application. If a principal investigator is willing to sponsor your application, s/he will nominate you, and you will be contacted by SToRE and invited to submit a short application.

   The research projects (A, B, C, and D projects) are listed on our website, and details of how to contact the principal investigators are given under ‘Head of the project’: https://frames.phil.uni-duesseldorf.de/projects/

   NB: ‘Z projects’ are exempt from accepting visiting fellows.

2. A selection committee then decides about your application. You will be informed about the decision.

   Please note that SToRE does not accept direct applications without prior nomination by a principal investigator.

When to apply? Deadline: 30th September 2019

Where to find more information? About the Heinrich Heine University Duesseldorf and the city of Duesseldorf: http://www.uni-duesseldorf.de/home/en/about-hhu.html

   About the CRC: https://frames.phil.uni-duesseldorf.de/

   For further questions: store_sfb991@phil.uni-duesseldorf.de